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Introduction
We would like to extend a warm welcome to our course participants in the first short course onDegrowth in Scotland: Degrowing the Economy, Regrowing Our Lives run jointly by the Centrefor Human Ecology and Enough! Scotland.
We’d also like to warmly welcome all other readers. True to the ethos of the course content, thishandbook is a freely available resource under the Creative Commons (CC) license Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International, which means that others can remix, adapt, and buildupon it non-commercially, as long as they credit the Centre for Human Ecology and Enough! Scotlandand license their new creations under the identical terms.
Course Content and Overview
The course will introduce participants to the historic gains and problems of economic growth and theprinciples of degrowth and ecological economics. The course will discuss different frameworks for aneconomics of radical sufficiency – meeting fundamental human needs and promoting new rhythmsand ways of working for a more just and sustainable world. The course will also introduce new ideasand projects which promote the flourishing of degrowth principles in a Scottish context.
Session 1: Economic Growth, its History, Gains & ProblemsSession 2: Introducing Degrowth PrinciplesSession 3: Degrowth in Practice: Human FlourishingSession 4: Rhythms of Time and WorkSession 5: Degrowth in Scotland: Ideas and PracticeSession 6: Action Inquiry Participant Presentations
The course will not be assessed, although course participants will receive a certificate of completionfrom the Centre for Human Ecology. All participants will be asked to practically engage with thecourse material by forming peer learning groups and to undertake an action inquiry of an area in theirlife and work which engages with principles of degrowth. The final session will not contain any newcontent, but will be solely dedicated to participant presentations of their action inquiry findings.
How to use this handbook
The format of the handbook reflects the content of each session of the course, and will be madeavailable in five sections. Each section should be read and studied in conjunction with the respectivesession. Each section has the following structure:
Topic overview(A) One page introduction(B) One or two fundamental overview articles
Further detail(C) Some in-depth readings
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(D) Extra resources
We hope that you will critically engage with the material and be inspired to put it into practice as wellas sharing it with the communities and activist circles you are part of.
Warmly,
the team of contributors to Degrowth In Scotland:
Lorenzo Velotti (UK Degrowth Summer School)Luke Devlin (Centre for Human Ecology / Enough! Scotland)Dr Mairi McFadyen (Enough! Scotland)Martin KrobathDr Svenja Meyerricks (Centre for Human Ecology / Enough! Scotland)
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1 "Gross Domestic Product | U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)". www.bea.gov. Retrieved 29-08-2020.2 The start of “human civilisation” is commonly corresponded to the beginning of the neolithic, in 10,000BC.

Session I.
Economic Growth:History, Gains and Problems

Themes
· Basic principles of mainstream economics: GDP growth
· The problems with economic growth
· Growth imperatives: why does our economic system depend on growth?
· What does growth depend on? I.e. colonialism and extractivism

A) Introduction
We hear talk about economic growth all the time. How many times have we heard in the news:“the economy grew by x%” ? Or, as it is the case for times of lockdowns: “the economy shrankby x%” ? The way these messages are communicated and received do not make peoplequestion much about what they actually mean: there is an implicit agreement that growth ispositive and shrinking is negative. “The economy”, which we willingly or not consider the mostimportant element of public life, broadly determining the quality of our livelihoods, politics andso on, gets to be defined by a single number. Now, what is this powerful number in reality? It isGross Domestic Product (GDP), a “monetary measure of the market value of all the final goodsand services produced in a specific time period.”1 This number has only influenced 0.8% of theperiod we normally make correspond to human civilisation2. Before 1934, nobody ever thoughtof calculating such a thing. It was only when Simon Kuznet was asked to write a report for theUS Congress that he developed the first formula for GDP, while warning “The welfare of anation can scarcely be inferred from a measurement of national income.” Politicians,policymakers and economists of course ignored the warning and, since then, GDP is widelyconsidered as the the world's most powerful statistical indicator of national development andprogress.
Yet GDP does not account for: (a) Non-market activities: caring for our children, elders, lovedones; growing our own veggies; making clothes and exchanging them etc. (2) Composition ofoutput: it makes no difference between producing weapons or bicycles (3) Inequalities: aneconomy where everything goes to a couple of billionaires while 99% of the people is gettingpoorer could be a growing economy (4) Quality of life: health, life expectancy, happiness etc.(5) “Externalities”: deforestation, extraction, pollution, etc. But what are, then, the gains of GDP
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growth that were able to sustain it up until now? First of all, it is necessary for making peoplericher. In the last decades, rich people have appropriated the capital produced by GDP growth,while the middle and lower strata of society captured none or only small portions of this wealth(2) However, this allows rich people to claim the growth ultimately makes everyone richer. Thisis a very powerful discoursive weapon in order to avoid the other way in which poor peoplecould get richer: having a higher share of the wealth currently captured by the rich i.e.redistribution. (3) Another strong argument for GDP growth is that more production meansmore salaried jobs, and salaried jobs are the main form of sustaining livelihoods (in capitalistsocieties). (4) Also, it is not to deny that there are economies who might benefit from someincreased material wealth, and that this could contribute to some happiness. But, as shown bythe famous Easterlin Paradox, this is true only up to a certain point. After that point, increases inGDP correspond to actually slowly decreasing happiness [we will focus on this aspect morethoroughly in week 3].
And of course, let’s not forget the elephant in the room: there cannot be infinite growth on afinite planet. However, we will focus on this in session II. For now, we will start with an overviewarticle calling for the retirement of GDP (—> B.1 *). The following, longer, overview reading (—>B.2 **) is a contemporary assessment of the present debate on growth, as well as a completeand insightful analysis of the main problems associated with it.
We then delve into in-depth readings. Both address core structural mechanisms underlyingeconomic growth, answering questions such as: why is our economy dependent on economicgrowth? What does economic growth depend on? The answer to the first question has to dowith so-called growth imperatives, which you can read about in the first article (—> C.1 **). Ananswer to the second question, instead, can be found in the second short article (—> C.2 *),which explains how GDP growth is inevitably linked to extractivism and colonialism. Since thedawn of capitalism, in fact, there could not have been any growth without extracting everincreasing value from nature (land and people), by colonizing territories, dispossessing people,and expanding the commodity frontiers, a process that has been ongoing since.
Overall, in this session we reflect on questions such as: What sorts of “development” and“progress” does GDP account for? What is left out? What is its role in capitalism (or insocialism)? Why are our economies dependent on growth? What are the underpinningmechanisms that make economies dependent on growth? What is the effect of this in the longterm? Having a grasp of these issues will prepare us for delving into ecological limits to growthand the case for degrowth in the next session.
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3 In the original copy of this article GDP had just turned 80 (© 2014, Fioramonti L.; Open Democracy; CC BY-NC 4.0;retrieve at: https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/openeconomy/gdp-turns-80-time-to-retire-0/).

B. Overview readings (total: 9 pages)

B.1 GDP, time to retire!
Lorenzo Fioramonti

The gross domestic product (GDP) has turned 86.3 It was indeed in 1934 that a young economist by thename of Simon Kuznets (who would later on receive a Nobel Prize for this) presented his first report onthe design of national income accounts to the US congress.
Those were the hard times of the Great Depression and governments were desperately seeking some typeof indicator to gauge if and how the economy was recovering. GDP did exactly that: it conflated theamount of spending in goods and services into one single number, which would go up in good times anddown in bad times.
A few years later, the Second World War gave GDP unparalleled prominence in politics, as theavailability of regular statistics about industrial output helped the American government outpace itsenemies in terms of munitions’ production.
More importantly, it allowed for the conversion of the civilian economy into a war machine withouthampering internal consumption, a major advantage in generating revenues for the war (thus avoidingbottlenecks such as those experienced by Hitler’s Germany) and propelling large-scale consumption inthe post-war period. After that, the UN, the World Bank and the IMF began to export the GDP accountsto the rest of the world, turning this number into the gold standard of economic success.
Much more than a number, GDP has since come to represent a model of society, thereby influencing notonly economic, but also political and cultural processes.
Our geography, our cities, our lifestyles are defined by the GDP circle of production and consumption.GDP has also colonized the lexicon of governance and the distribution of power at the globallevel. International clubs such as the G8, or the G20 have been defined according to their members’contribution to the world’s gross output.
The concepts of ‘emerging markets’ and ‘emerging powers’ refer to a nation’s current and projectedGDP growth, as well as the ‘ambivalent’ distinction between the developed and the under-developed (ordeveloping) world.
GDP is ‘gross’
With the convergence of economic, social and environmental crises, there is now growing concernamong progressive economists, politicians and scholars about the flaws of this number. Recently, themagazine Nature published a global appeal to “leave GDP behind”. GDP is ‘gross’ in so far as it does notinclude the depreciation of assets utilized in the production process (such as machineries, tools, vehicles,etc.).
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Whatever is exchanged outside the market (e.g. within households, in the informal economies, throughbarter, etc.) does not count. In addition, GDP disregards the value of the natural resources consumed inthe process of economic growth, as these are obtained free of charge from nature.
Moreover, it does not even consider the economic costs of pollution and environmental degradation,which are obvious consequences of industrial development. All these important omissions make GDP avery selective (some may rightly say myopic) measure of economic performance, let alone socialwelfare.
Household services, for instance, have a fundamental economic impact even though they are notformally priced. If governments had to pay for the innumerable services rendered at the household level(from child and frail care to education), our economies would arguably grind to halt. A study by theBureau of Economic Analysis estimates that the value of household production in the US accounted forover 30% of economic output every year from 1965 to 2010 with a peak of 39% in 1965, declining to25.7% in 2010.
In many countries, the ‘odd jobs’ and the goods and services exchanged informally provide the necessarysubsistence to millions of people and often constitute the backbone of the real economy, albeit they donot feature in GDP.
Similarly, disregarding the input of natural resources just because they are not priced by nature makes usforget that economic growth is only possible because of a continuous provision of ‘capital’ from ourecosystems. Agricultural production would not be attainable without clean soil, water, air and otheressential ecosystem services. Industrialization would have not been achieved without the fossil fuels,hydrocarbons and energy sources made available by the planet.
When these resources are depleted, however, we risk endangering not only economic progress, but alsothe very natural equilibrium that makes life possible. Is this the type of development model we aspire toachieve in the 21st century?
Accounting 101 tells us that profit equals income minus ‘all’ costs. As GDP systematically disregardskey sectors in the economy and neglects critical costs, no reasonable businessman would use it to run acompany. Yet, it has become the key parameter to run entire societies.
Even the OECD recognizes that:
“if ever there was a controversial icon from the statistics world, GDP is it. It measures income, but notequality, it measures growth, but not destruction, and it ignores values like social cohesion and theenvironment. Yet, governments, businesses and probably most people swear by it.”
The prestigious commission set up by Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen also highlighted the profoundinadequacy of GDP as a measure of economic welfare.
Its 2009 report identified a number of alternative indicators and reminded us that GDP is just a measureof income, though it has often been treated as if it were an indicator of progress: “Conflating the two canlead to misleading indications about howwell-off people are and entail the wrong policy decisions.”
Back in 1934, Kuznets warned policy makers that, “the welfare of a nation can scarcely be inferred fromameasure of national income.”
Later he pointed out that it makes no sense to simply seek GDP growth per se. Given that the assessmentof a society’s economic goals is key to stir its political and social development, he recommended that
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each generation should change the way in which progress is measured, “to formulate and reformulate itin response to changing conditions.”
Time has come for us to listen to Kuznets and retire GDP.
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4 What follows is a copy of the first chapter of the © Tragedy of Growth (2020) report by Positive Money, CC BY-NC-ND 4.0. Acopy can be retrieved at www.positivemoney.org. Notes, boxes, (and references) are not reproduced here for readability: theycan be found on the original report online.

B.2 Challenging the growth paradigm
By Positive Money4

Despite widespread recognition of GDP’s deficiencies as a measure of progress, the growth paradigmremains firmly in place. Across policymaking, academia, and the media, social and environmental issuesare still too often framed in terms of economic growth. Proponents of growth make three key argumentsin its favour: (i) it increases life satisfaction; (ii) it alleviates poverty; and (iii) it helps us protect theenvironment. However, these are ‘false promises’. When a closer look is taken at the impact of GDPgrowth, we find that the contrary is true: increasing wellbeing and avoiding environmental disasterrequires embracing an end to economic growth.

1.1 Growthmania: Alive andWell
Recent years have seen a flurry of work discussing the inadequacies of GDP as a proxy for any form of‘economic progress’ or ‘wellbeing’. In some cases, policymakers appear to be taking these findings onboard. For example, numerous cities in China have abandoned GDP targets, and the governments ofScotland, New Zealand, and Iceland have united in a ‘Wellbeing Economy Governments’ (WEGo)group aimed at incorporating wellbeing indicators into the policy process. International institutes such asthe OECD (Ramos and Hynes, 2019) and the European Commission have launched “Beyond GDP”agendas. In the UK, a cross-party parliamentary group on Limits to Growth was established in 2016, anda parliamentary debate was held in 2019 to challenge the pursuit of economic growth.
Nonetheless, beyond acknowledgments of flaws in the measure of economic growth, the growthparadigm remains largely unchallenged in academia, policy and the media. Mainstream economists playa key role in perpetuating this status quo. For example, William D. Nordhaus won the 2019 NobelMemorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his work that justified delayed action on climate change partlydue to the alleged hit to GDP that immediate action would cause. His model’s ‘damage function’establishes a mathematical relationship between temperature rises and GDP decreases, producingestimates of ‘future damages’ to GDP. This approach leads him to label a path to 4 degrees Celsius ofwarming as “optimal” (Nordhaus, 2018). Meanwhile, climate scientists tell us that such a level ofwarming would be catastrophic, possibly resulting in the death of much of the world’s population (Vince,2019).
Influenced by such analyses, as well as the mainstream narrative of high GDP growth reflecting thesuccess of government programmes, many policymakers continue to prioritise growth overenvironmental and social issues. For example, the UK government’s main document outlining itsenvironmental strategy is entitled the “Clean Growth Strategy”, framed entirely around achieving GDPgrowth. More recently, the Treasury published its “Green Finance Strategy”, which is also framed in thecontext of the global shift “towards cleaner, more resilient economic growth” (p.6). Further, in responseto a question about the UK’s dependency on growth, the government stated: “Our economic priority as aGovernment is to ultimately see the economy grow, therefore, we make no apology for ‘growthdependency’” (Bennett, 2020).
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Equally, In the EU, the European Commission (EC, 2019b) is presenting its ‘Green Deal’ as a “newgrowth strategy” for a future EU economy “where economic growth is decoupled from resource use.”The associated “massive public investment and increased efforts to direct private capital towards climateand environmental action” is touted as “an opportunity to put Europe firmly on a new path of sustainableand inclusive growth.” International organisations including the UNEP, the OECD, the World Bank, andthe IMF are all framing their response to climate change as reigniting growth in a ‘green’ manner (e.g.World Bank, 2018). As far as monetary policymaking is concerned, the grip of growth is enshrined inlegislation. The Bank of England’s website explains:
“whenever we consider different possible policy actions (such as a change in interest rates), ourremit requires us to pick whichever actions will boost economic growth the most while stillmeeting our primary objective for low and stable inflation. We also have responsibilities to wardoff the chances of a financial crisis from happening. This also helps create the conditions foreconomic growth. And here, too, our remit explicitly requires us to factor in the impact on growthwhen deciding on policy actions that help to keep the financial system safe.”

Furthermore, public debate and commentary on immigration (Goldin, 2018), fiscal policy (Stirling,2019), Brexit (Tetlow and Stojanovic, 2018) and other topics are still often largely framed in terms ofeconomic growth. Generally, one faction claims a particular policy is good for economic growth, whilethe opposing faction claims it is not, both combining varying degrees of rhetoric and evidence.6 Only inrelatively rare cases do commentators (Goodfellow, 2019) and politicians (Lucas, 2019) effectivelyescape the ‘growth’ framing of such issues. Even in the case of Covid-19, some have framed the debateon public health measures in terms of their negative (Young, 2020;Whipple, 2020) or ultimately positive(Reyes, 2020;Wolf, 2020) impact on economic growth.
All of the above inevitably has an impact on the private sector as well. Financial markets, privatecompanies, and to some extent consumers are influenced by GDP predictions and updates. As with anyforecasts that impact behaviour, this produces self-fulfilling prophecies, such that GDP fixation cancreate a pro-cyclical effect (Van den Bergh, 2009).
While the flaws of the GDP measure are being increasingly recognised, the grip of the growth paradigmremains deeply entrenched across pretty much all sectors and organisations. A critique of our primarymeasure of economic growth, the GDP indicator, provides little prospect for the change we need withoutan accompanying critique of economic growth itself.

1.2 The False Promises of Growth
This section reviews the three main false promises of growth that remain common in public discourse.These are that growth is necessary to: (i) increase life satisfaction; (ii) alleviate poverty; and (iii) protectthe environment. We show that in all three cases, growth is in fact counterproductive to achieving thesegoals. Ensuring wellbeing and avoiding ecological disaster will require a newmodel of development.

1.2.1. Increasing life satisfaction
The promise:Growth is an effective means of increasing life satisfaction.
The reality:Growth has minimal, if any, positive impact on life satisfaction.
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There are two empirical approaches to assessing the relationship between GDP growth and lifesatisfaction that are the most frequently taken. The first is cross-sectional analysis of GDP and lifesatisfaction in multiple countries at a given point in time, and the second is time-series analysis ofchanges in GDP and life satisfaction over time. The two approaches yield slightly different results,though both show that at least in high-income countries, further GDP growth does not improve lifesatisfaction.
The first approach, a cross-sectional snapshot of self-reported life satisfaction, shows diminishingincreases in life satisfaction from increased GDP per capita (displayed in Figure 1). This suggests that forcountries with a relatively high GDP per capita, further growth will not further enhance life satisfaction.7For lower-income countries, this data seems to imply that further growth could enhance wellbeing.

However, based on extensive time-series data on countries across the income spectrum, Easterlin (1974,2013, 2016) has consistently found no positive relationship between GDP growth and life satisfaction, asdisplayed in Figure 2. China is an exemplary case of this, as real GDP has grown at an unprecedented ratein the last two and a half decades, yet reported life satisfaction has not grown at all (Easterlin et al., 2012).
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Growth does not deliver an increase in life satisfaction because it mostly goes to the world’s wealthiest(Matthews, 2017) and does not entail greater success in meeting human needs (Hickel, 2020a). In fact,growth thrives off of many socially and environmentally detrimental activities, such as war mobilizationand post-war reconstruction, environmental disasters that require investment for restoration, plannedobsolescence, and marketing campaigns that consistently pressure people to consume at faster rates andin higher quantities.
Easterlin’s studies suggest that even in lower-income countries GDP growth does not chart a path towardgreater wellbeing. This suggests the common claim that growth is an effective means of alleviatingpoverty may be mistaken, as discussed in the next section.

1.2.2. Alleviating poverty
The promise: Growth is an effective means of alleviating poverty.
The reality: Growth drives economic injustices, borne by the world’s poorest.
Environmental economist Lord Stern has labeled calls to end the pursuit of growth as “close toreprehensible”, justifying this primarily with the narrative that growth alleviates poverty (Confino,2014). Even among critiques of GDP, many high-profile authors, such as Jackson (2011), argue thatgrowth should not be abandoned in low-income countries. We approach these claims with skepticism,highlighting the economic injustices driven by the pursuit of growth.
Much of the GDP growth that low-income countries have seen in recent decades has been the result ofshifts from informal to formal economic activity, rather than a reflection of any increase in the provisionof new goods and services to the poor (Van den Bergh, 2009). Most importantly, such shifts haveinvolved increases in inequality, often “accompanied by a loss of local community and subsistenceagriculture, as well as migration of farmers to urban slums, with predictable negative consequences forfood availability, health and quality of life” (Van den Bergh, 2009, p.126). Consequently, a majority of
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the world’s poor are actually concentrated in countries that have experienced strong economic growth inrecent decades (Nilsen, 2018).
‘Post-development’ authors have led the charge in unveiling these dynamics. They show how thenarrative that growth is a proxy for development is grounded in “a narrowly defined concept of povertythat ignores cultural diversity” (Spash, 2020, p.9). This school of thought also documents how the‘development equals growth’ narrative originated in US imperialist policy, and was subsequentlyadopted by the governments of other wealthy countries (Hickel, 2017). Promoting this narrativeencouraged the incorporation of more cheap labour and natural resources into global production chains,presenting greater profit opportunities for multinational corporations.
A form of economic imperialism, established in trade agreements and the architecture of the internationalmonetary and financial system, secured the prospects for growth in high-income countries by allowingfor the continued exploitation of land and labour in low-income countries (Hickel, 2017). Where suchformal arrangements are insufficient, military force is used to secure resources - fossil fuels in particular -necessary to guarantee the ongoing success of the growth economy. For example, Klare (2014) arguesthat control over oil and gas reserves have been at the center of recent conflicts in Iraq and Syria, SouthSudan, Ukraine, and the South China Sea. Therefore, strong militaries backed by substantial publicinvestment are needed to support the pursuit of endless growth (Spash, forthcoming).
To the extent that certain low and middle-income countries have increased their share of global growth inmore recent decades, it has largely failed to improve the lived experiences of poor and marginalisedcommunities (Bhaduri, 2014). For example, in response to recent concerns over India’s slowing growthrate, Roy (2020) highlights that the country’s economic boom in the 2000s was partly built on thedestruction of forests and indigenous lands and has fueled spiraling inequality. Bhaduri (2014, p.62) hasdescribed India’s growth as ‘predatory’, explaining that “India is said to be poised to become a globalpower in the twenty-first century, with the largest number of homeless, undernourished, illiteratechildren coexisting with billionaires created by this rapid growth.”
In India - and other countries that have relatively recently moved into the middle-income bracket -economic growth has been used to justify the dispossession of the poor and environmental damage. Poorand marginalised communities at the brunt of growth’s destructive consequences are not being fooled bytalk of progress and poverty alleviation (Bhaduri, 2014). Alternative development models, free from theimposition of economic exploitation and based instead on strengthening democratic processes andachieving social and environmental wellbeing, would be a far better choice to alleviate poverty.

1.2.3. Protecting the environment
The promise: Growth enhances our ability to protect the environment.
The reality: Growth drives a continuous increase in environmental pressures.
Mainstream economics asserts the existence of a so-called ‘environmental Kuznets curve’, which claimsthat environmental degradation increases up until a certain GDP per capita is attained, after which itbegins to decrease as GDP per capita continues to increase (Van Alstine and Neumayer, 2010). In reality,however, evidence is mounting that continued economic growth fuels climate and ecological breakdown.
Positive Money’s previous report on this issue (Boait and Hodgson, 2018) began by laying out whycontinuous GDP growth is in direct tension with environmental sustainability. In particular, wehighlighted that the economic system, as a sub-system of the biosphere, necessarily has a material and
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energetic ‘throughput’. In other words, it requires natural resources as input, and inevitably produceswaste at the other end of the production and consumption process. Perpetually growing the economy istherefore inherently unsustainable and undesirable. Furthermore, we argued that achieving an absolutedecoupling of economic growth from environmental pressures, especially one that is substantial enoughto deal with environmental challenges, would require “technological breakthroughs unlike anything seento date” (Boait and Hodgson, 2018, p.15).
Despite all efforts to disprove them, misleading claims regarding the decoupling of economic growth andenvironmental pressures continue to circulate. For example, a common claim in policy debates is thatsince 1990, the UK economy has grown by over two thirds while carbon emissions have fallen by 40%.Crucially, however, this number does not take into account the embodied emissions in the UK’s growingvolume of imported goods. While it is true that the UK’s carbon emissions from domestic industry havedeclined, this has largely come as a result of the outsourcing of manufacturing to other countries (ONS,2019).12 If we measure emissions on a consumption basis, 13 the illusion of any absolute decouplingquickly disappears, as emissions have distinctly continued to rise with a decrease only occurring in theyears following the financial crisis. A comparison between consumption-based and territorial-basedemissions is displayed in Figure 4 below:

Since the 2008 financial crisis, there are signs of absolute decoupling of carbon emissions from economicgrowth in high-income countries, including the UK (ONS, 2019). This can be observed in Figure 3, asconsumptionbased carbon emissions in the UK remained on a downward trend during the post-crasheconomic recovery. The problem, however, is that this decoupling is not happening rapidly enough, noris it happening at all for resource use (Hickel and Kallis, 2019).
Misleading claims regarding resource use - such as steel, aluminium, and copper - are also widespread.For example, a recent book by AndrewMcAfee (2019), supports the green growth argument based on theclaim that the US and other rich countries have decoupled their economic growth from resource use.Again, however, the data used is territorial-based, and fails to account for the off-shoring of productionsince the 1980s. Using a consumption-based measure such as ‘material footprint’, it becomes clear thatthe US and other rich EU and OECD economies have barely experienced any dematerialisation
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whatsoever (Wiedmann et al., 2015). In other words, for resource use, we have not even seen a relativedecoupling from economic growth.
BOX: The impact of growth on the risk of pandemics and environmental crises.
Pandemics like Covid-19 and environmental crises are deeply interlinked, both fundamentally caused by thewidespread destruction of ecosystems (Vidal, 2020). Sidelining environmental concerns in the economicresponse to Covid-19 would be entirely counterproductive, as the consequent increase in environmentalpressures would exacerbate the risk of further pandemics down the line, on top of the other catastrophescaused by climate and ecological breakdown (Banque de France, 2019). Therefore, a recovery focusedprimarily on economic growth would be equally counterproductive, given the tight coupling between growthand environmental pressures. Rather, recovering from Covid-19 must entail profound shifts in economicstructures and political focus. Building a resilient economy that meets human needs, free of the shackles ofgrowth dependency, is now more urgent than ever.

There is a large and growing body of evidence that disproves claims of growth decoupling fromenvironmental pressures. In 2019, the European Environmental Bureau published a comprehensiveliterature review concluding that there is “no empirical evidence supporting the existence of a decouplingof economic growth from environmental pressures on anywhere near the scale needed to deal withenvironmental breakdown” (Parrique et al., 2019, p.3). A key dynamic explaining these findings is theso-called ‘rebound effect’, by which efficiency gains fail to significantly reduce material and energyusage as cost-savings are used to expand production and consumption (Freire-Gonzalez, 2017).
Based on the extensive literature on decoupling, our knowledge of the rebound effect, and furthertheoretical insights of ecological economists (Georgescu-Roegen, 1971), absolute decoupling of asufficient speed and magnitude to meet climate and ecological goals appears highly unlikely, if notvirtually impossible. Therefore, the climate and ecological emergencies necessitate that we end ourpursuit of GDP growth.

1.3. Abandoning the GDP Indicator: A First Step
Currently, many that critique GDP as an indicator of economic progress refuse to fully displace it, orindeed accept the need to end growth itself. In 2008, the French government launched the Commissionon the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress, led by French economist Jean-PaulFitoussi and Nobel Prize winners Joseph Stiglitz and Amartya Sen. This Commission produced a reportthat outlines in much detail the deficiencies of the GDP indicator, but still suggests that we shouldcontinue to pay attention to it:

“Changing emphasis does not mean dismissing GDP and production measures. They emergedfrom concerns about market production and employment; they continue to provide answers tomany important questions such as monitoring economic activity.” (Stiglitz et al., 2009, p.12)
This fails to acknowledge the extent of the GDP indicator’s ongoing influence and the negativerepercussions of growth outlined in section 1.2.15 Enhancing human wellbeing and avoidingenvironmental disaster requires directly challenging and moving beyond the growth paradigm. In thissense, being growth ‘agnostic’ (Raworth, 2017) is also insufficient. Achieving an economy that meetshuman needs within planetary boundaries will entail ending growth in a planned and controlled manner,as advocated most consistently by proponents of ‘degrowth’ (D’Alisa et al., 2014).
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Ending growth does not entail simply targeting zero or negative GDP growth using existing measures ofeconomic activity. While this would likely result in a decrease in environmental pressures, it would stillnot tell us whether the level of economic activity is environmentally sustainable, nor would it give us anyinformation on human wellbeing. Instead, as a first step to achieving a socially and environmentallybeneficial end to growth, we recommend that in the UK, the ONS stop publishing GDP figures and theTreasury stop targeting GDP growth. This would immediately remove the negative impact of the GDPindicator, and allow for a comprehensive shift to alternative indicators of wellbeing.
Continuing to publish GDP figures, even if tweaked or complemented with other indicators, wouldperpetuate the current growth paradigm. GDP would likely continue to dominate public discourse andpolicy making, undermining the pursuit of social and environmental wellbeing. Putting an end to ourmisguided fixation with GDP growth requires that we stop measuring, reporting, and targeting italtogether.
As will be explored in the next chapter, an end to economic growth itself can only safely occur ifstructural transformations of the economy are simultaneously undertaken. Otherwise, so-called ‘growthimperatives’ will generate their own crises if growth is too low or negative. [...]
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5 What follows is a copy of the second chapter of the © Tragedy of Growth (2020) report by Positive Money, CC BY-NC-ND4.0. A copy can be retrieved at www.positivemoney.org. Notes, boxes, (and references) are not reproduced here forreadability: they can be found on the original report online.

C. In-depth readings (8 pages)

C.1 Structural Growth Imperatives5
by Positive Money

Alongside shifting away from using GDP as an indicator, the structures of our economic system thatdemand GDP growth must be identified, so they can be safely adapted or replaced. These structures -referred to as growth imperatives - require growing GDP in order for financial, economic, and socialsystems to be relatively stable. If growth is low, zero or negative, growth imperatives generate crises.
Focusing on the financial system, we first look at how financialised banking requires growth to servicethe high burden of private debt it produces. Financial practices that drive a high private debt burdenactually hinder growth, resulting in a crisis-prone system. Therefore, decreasing financialisation could bean effective way to foster stability and growth, but would not address the negative repercussions ofgrowth. Instead, wemust transition to a nonfinancialised and non-growing system.
In the absence of growth, all known forms of capitalism have strong tendencies towards creating massunemployment and deepening inequality, which suggests that structural growth imperatives are adefining feature of capitalist economies. The monetary system is central to these dynamics, as interest-bearing debt created by commercial banks led to the development of capitalism and its growthimperatives. We find that a monetary system based on interest-bearing debt is incompatible with a non-growing economy. This shows the need for transformative monetary and financial policies to escape thegrowth imperatives of capitalism.

2.1. The Tension Between Financialisation andGrowth
This section focuses on how our financialised banking system generates excessive private debt, whichrequires GDP growth in order to reduce the risk of financial crises. We highlight that commercial banks’disproportionate allocation of loans to the finance, insurance and real estate (FIRE) sectors hindersgrowth, thus making the private debt burden unstable. A low growth, highly financialised system proneto crisis has therefore resulted from the financial deregulation of the 1980s. Decreasing financialisationwould increase stability by allocating finance to productive income-generating activities, but this wouldlikely generate high-growth, which this report has shown to be unsustainable. This presents a barrier toachieving a stable non-growing economy.

2.1.1. The instability of financialised banking
Banks’ power to allocate credit plays a key role in determining what economic activity is undertaken inthe economy. Since the deregulation of the financial system in the 1980s and the subsequent rise of
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financialisation, banks increasingly serve FIRE sectors. As shown in Figure 5, UK monetary financialinstitutions lend disproportionately to mortgages and the financial sector, much of which fuels asset priceinflation.17 Further, given the high degree of financialization of large non-financial corporations(Krippner, 2005), lending to this sector is also not necessarily used for productive economic activity.Finance allocated to large corporations (as well as their internal funds and money raised throughfinancial markets) has been increasingly used for commercial mortgages, mergers and takeovers, stockbuybacks, etc. (Bezemer and Hudson, 2016).

This pattern of financialised bank lending generates a high burden of private debt, without fosteringproductive, income-generating economic activity that can service this debt. The high private debt burdenamounts to a growth imperative starved of growth.18 Securitisation of loans (packaging them up intotradable financial instruments known as asset-backed securities) facilitates the expansion of private debtby freeing up space on banks’ balance sheets for further lending. Although securitization slowed downfollowing the financial crisis of 2007-08, it has been back on the rise in more recent years. Recently,Aramonte and Avalos (2019) from the Bank of International Settlements warned of excessive issuance ofcollateralized loan obligations, the global market for which now totals approximately $750 billion.
Financialised banking systems generate excessive private debt while holding back GDP growth,resulting in unstable asset price bubbles. As shown by Vague (2019), all financial crises around the worldin the last 150 yearswere preceded by private debt growth outstripping GDP growth.20 Furthermore, ascredit rose inexorably to record levels throughout the 1980s and 1990s, there was no positive effect onGDP. Subsequently, financial deepening had a negative impact on both GDP growth and financialstability (Sawyer, 2017). Therefore, by simultaneously requiring and undermining growth, the currentbanking system repeatedly generates financial crises.

2.1.2. The unsustainability of a high-growth alternative
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Escaping financialisation would involve ensuring that banks reallocate lending from the FIRE sector tothe productive sectors of the economy. This would avoid asset price inflation and foster the incomegeneration necessary to pay back loans, maintaining systemic stability. This is often seen as desirable, asmany small innovative firms do not receive sufficient finance. While these innovative firms represent avery small fraction of the economy, they have significant growth potential (Mazzucato andWray, 2015),which, if realised, would produce employment and income to pay down private debt, reducing the risk offinancial crises.
Escaping financialisation would therefore boost growth through two main channels: (i) the financialsystem would become purely focused on productive and innovative activities; and (ii) severe financialcrises that impact the real economy would become less likely. This is why data shows a positive impactof finance on growth prior to the 1980s, where moderate levels of credit contributed positively to GDPgrowth (Sawyer, 2017).
We experienced this high-growth alternative in the period from 1940 to the 1970s, when policies of thewelfare state and Bretton Woods constrained the financial system, ensuring that it would serve theproductive sectors of the economy rather than itself. The post World War II era therefore saw high levelsof GDP growth. However, this positive effect on growth poses a problem in the quest for a prosperouspost-growth economy. As outlined in chapter 1, aggregate economic growth is socially andenvironmentally unsustainable. Re-orienting financial flows towards production and innovation is tosome extent necessary,22 but also risks being destructive by boosting GDP growth.
Our financial system appears stuck between two undesirable scenarios: (i) excessive financialisationresulting in high private debt and low growth, causing financial crises; or (ii) low levels offinancialisation, constraining private debt growth but driving higher levels of growth. Yet what we needis a financially stable and non-growing economy. We have never witnessed such a state in advancedmodern economies, as shown in Figure 6:
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Currently, we find ourselves in the bottom right position of Figure 7. Effective financial regulation andfiscal policy could possibly bring us to the top left scenario, but this no longer an option if we are to meetenvironmental goals.We urgently need to move to the bottom left quadrant, which is unknown territory.
Many of the current widely supported fiscal, financial, and monetary policies are aimed at bringing theeconomy to a ‘greener’ version of the top left quadrant. This includes proposals that revolve aroundgreening monetary policy and financial regulation, as well as fostering counter-cyclical green publicinvestment. Demands for such policies are intensifying in the context of seeking a ‘green recovery’ fromCovid-19’s economic fallout. Most of these proposals show a deep understanding of macroeconomicsand monetary and financial policies, increasingly grounded in Post-Keynesian economics. However, ifimplemented alone, they are unlikely to be as ‘green’ as expected, given their likely positive impact oneconomic growth and consequent increase in environmental pressures.
Some authors (e.g. Stratford, 2020) argue that such policies can be aligned with post-growth economicsif complemented with environmental protections such as caps on resource use. While this approach mayprove successful, it also risks being insufficient. If such environmental protections restrict economicgrowth, yet growth imperatives exist in the basic features of the capitalist economic system, crises wouldresult, as discussed in the following section.

2.2. Capitalism, Growth, and Interest-Bearing Debt
Given that neither the high-growth capitalism of post-WWII or the low-growth financialised capitalismof recent decades are compatible with a stable non-growing economy, can any variety of capitalism existwithout growth? This section argues that capitalism has deeply embedded growth imperatives that wouldgenerate tendencies toward multiple crises in the absence of growth. The monetary system is central tothese growth imperatives, as interest-bearing debt created by commercial banks was a key factor in thevery development of capitalism. This shows why transformative monetary and financial policies must becentral to effort to shift to a low, no, or negative growth economy.

2.2.1. Capitalismwithout growth?
In this section, we briefly categorise the different positions on capitalism and growth and outline some ofthe central growth imperatives embedded in the system. Given these growth imperatives, the possibilityof a stable and socially just capitalism without growth is in doubt (Blauwhof, 2012), though still remainsan open question (Barrett, 2018). Either way, achieving a post-growth economy requires the removal ofcapitalism’s structural growth imperatives.
To avoid any ambiguity, we define capitalism as follows: (i) production of goods and services is, for themost part, carried out by wage-earning workers; (ii) this production is carried out primarily for thepurpose of profiting employers that own the means of production; and (iii) the realisation of profit occursvia the sale of goods and services in markets, which operate under varying degrees of competitivity. Bycontrast, we define the broad notion of ‘anti-capitalism’ as any set of socioeconomic arrangementscharacterised primarily bymore democratic ownership of the means of production.24
A basic categorisation of the different views on growth and capitalism results in four broad camps,displayed in the Figure 7 table below, with examples of publications that can be positioned in each.
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All these authors areputting forward a visionof how to build asustainable economy.Despite authors in theupper row (barringMcAfee, (2019))offering challenges toorthodox economicthinking, pro-growthsolutions areincompatible withsustainable visions of thefuture (as we covered in Chapter 1). The bottom row recognises this incompatibility. The bottom leftsuggests capitalism can safely operate within a non-growing economy, while the bottom right views thetwo as being fundamentally irreconcilable.
While this is an ongoing debate, research suggests that no-growth capitalism would have strongtendencies towards crises of mass unemployment (Richters and Siemoneit, 2019) and ever-deepeningdistributional conflict(Blauwhof, 2012; Cahen-Fourot and Lavoie, 2016). This has been the typicalconsequence of previous periods of no-growth capitalism, including the last decade following the GlobalFinancial Crisis, which also resulted in environmental regulation being sidelined in the interest ofrestoring growth (Smith, 2010). Today, the current Covid-19 recession is driving unemployment rates tounprecedented highs (Partington, 2020), and anxiety about negative growth has led many (Young, 2020)to argue in favour of disregarding public health measures, which would imply the sacrifice of manythousands of lives to reboot the economy.
Therefore, it is safe to say that even if some form of stable no-growth capitalismmay be possible (Barrett,2018), it would require profound transformations in order to overcome its deeply embedded growthimperatives.

2.2.2. Interest-bearing debt and capitalism
A number of studies (Jackson and Victor, 2015; Cahen-Fourot and Lavoie, 2016) previously concludedthat the monetary system does not contain a growth imperative. In particular, they find that interest-bearing debt and no-growth can theoretically co-exist under a condition of zero net private savings. Thelatest research on this topic (Svartzman et al., forthcoming), however, shows that the existence ofinterest-bearing debt cannot be treated as entirely independent from the high propensities to save andaccumulate that are incompatible with a non-growing economy in these models.
Svartzman et al., (forthcoming) explain that interest-bearing debt created by commercial banks wascentral to the evolution of capitalism. The invention in the 13th century of depersonalized bills ofexchange to serve trade and capital accumulation over extended geographical distances was a keyinnovation in the birth of early forms of capitalist relations (Braudel, 2014). Merchant bankers becamethe central managers of this system of payments, initially acting as simple bookkeepers of mutual creditsand debts, and subsequently issuing their own liabilities, further facilitating the stimulation of capitalaccumulation (Aglietta, 2002).
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With this development of money-creating banks serving an emerging capitalist system, positive interestrates became an increasingly established feature of the economy. As outlined by Svartman et al.(forthcoming), this had at least three major consequences: (i) with a rate of interest, money now had aprice, effectively becoming a commodity that could be stored and accumulated (Fantacci, 2013); (ii)interest enabled credit/debt to become disconnected from real relations of trust between people,providing holders and in particular producers of money with an anonymised, impersonal power overdebtors and the creation of economic value (Graeber, 2014); and (iii) financial institutions with theirnewfound economic power became increasingly interwoven with political and military power (ibid.).These historical observations display how, in many ways, the widespread imposition of interest-bearingdebt is foundational to capitalist economic systems, possibly to the extent that it should be consideredpart of the very definition of capitalism (Ulgen, 2013).
Accordingly, there is little sense in treating aspects of the real capitalist economy, such as savings andinvestment behaviours, as independent of the existence of interest-bearing debt. As Svartzman et al.(forthcoming) summarise, “the progressive generalization of interest-bearing debt money, beginning inthe Middle Ages, was intricately related to the legitimization of money in its function as store of value,which in turn increased the propensities to save and accumulate [...].” If money had never becomecommodified in this way, it seems unlikely that it would have become such an object of desire andaccumulation in the first place.
As a key pillar of the capitalist system, interest-bearing debt is deeply linked to the system’s multiplegrowth imperatives, and we find no convincing evidence that it could comfortably co-exist with a non-growing economy. Acknowledging this reasserts the need to explore transformative monetary andfinancial policies for post-growth [...].
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6 What follows is a copy of the entry “Extractivism” in the articles’ series Resources for a better future of Uneven Earth. Acopy can be retrieved at www.unevenearth.org

C.2 Extractivism6

Diana Vela Almeida
One could simply define extractivism as a productive process where natural resources are removed fromthe land or the underground and then put up for sale as commodities on the global market. But definingextractivism is not really this easy. Extractivism is related to existing geopolitical, economic and socialrelations produced throughout history. It is an economic model of development that transnationalcompanies and states practice worldwide and that can be traced back more than 500 years all the way tothe European colonial expansion. You can’t tell the history of the colonies without talking about thelooting of minerals, metals, and other high-value resources in Latin America, Africa, and Asia—lootingthat first nourished demands for development from the European crowns and later from the UnitedStates, and more recently also fromChina.
Today this model of accumulation of wealth remains a key part of the structure of a globally dominantcapitalistic system—a system where power is in the hands of those who control money and industry—that has extended the extractive frontier to the detriment of other forms of land and resource uses. Suchexploitation has also appropriated human bodies in the form of slaves or, more recently, as labor-intensive precarious workers. Extractivism is entirely tied up with exploitation of people.
Today’s extractive industries such as gas, oil, and mining have an egregious reputation of violatinghuman and environmental rights and supporting highly controversial political and economic reforms inpoor countries.
Expanding the global frontiers of extraction
Since the mid-20th century, extractive frontiers have expanded around the planet as global demand forcommodities has increased. Most non-industrialized countries (but also industrialized countries such asNorway, Canada, and the US) have activated their primary sectors of production to exploit landscapesthat were previously inaccessible, such as in the case of fracking and tar sands extraction in the Artic or inthe open sea.
The central idea behind such state-sanctioned extractivism is that extractive projects are strategicventures for national development in resource-rich countries that can thereby strengthen theircomparative economic advantages—that is, their economic power relative to the economic power ofother nations. In other words, poor nations can exploit their natural resources as a means for economicgrowth, a source of employment, and ultimately a tool for poverty reduction.
This idea has been ingrained for many years in developing countries, and yet these countries havehistorically been unable to convert resource wealth into so-called development. Indeed, in some placesthat are rich in natural resources—typically in African countries with large oil or mineral deposits—thereis an inverse relationship between poverty reduction and economic performance. This means that a lot ofextractive activity is coupled with high levels of poverty, economic dependency on capital flows fromdeveloped countries, and political instability. This phenomenon is known as the “resource curse.”
In the last 20 years, several governments in Latin America, Africa, and Asia have challenged the“resource curse” by asserting national control over new forms of primary-production extractiveindustries. These are oriented around intensive and large-scale projects that cover previously
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inconceivable environments (again, like off-shore mining or fracking), as well as new forms of economicexploitation such as the agroindustry, fisheries, timber extraction, tourism, animal husbandry, and energymegaprojects.
These endeavours require national policy reforms. In Asia and Africa, extractivist national policiesadhere to what is called “resource nationalism” and include the total or partial nationalization ofextractive industries, renegotiation of contracts with foreign investment, increased public shareholding,new or higher taxation to expand resource rent, and value-added processing of resources.
In Latin America, the commodity boom at the beginning of the 2000s, marked by the increase incommodity prices together with transnational investments, led to great economic growth in what is called“neoextractivism”. Neoextractivism is a relative of resource nationalism and its emergence coincidedwith the rise to power of several progressive governments in the region that also seized more state controlover natural resources within their national boundaries.
Advocates of neoextractivism claimed that new extractive practices would be “environmentallyfriendly” and “socially responsible”, thereby minimizing the disastrous impacts of extractivism as it waspracticed throughout colonial and neoliberal history. Despite this, extractive industries have expandedand continue to expand in new frontiers with the negative effects of dispossessing people from their land,subjugating communal values to the values of extraction-driven development, and disrupting socialstructures, territories, and alternative forms of life.
In the debate over extractivism, there is no consensus about how to solve the problems caused by thismode of development. Some people think that extractivism should be viewed positively because of theeconomic growth and increased public spending that was accomplished during the early 2000s in LatinAmerica. Others emphasise that most of the wealth produced is siphoned out of the producer countries totransnational investors, while negative impacts remain locally or regionally. And from the perspective ofthose who are directly affected by extractive industries, it is clear that economic revenues are nottranslated into socially just well-being and that these revenues are generated through the destruction oftheir lives and their land.
Not a neutral economicmodel
To further understand the complexity of the problem with extractivism, let us look at three interrelateddimensions of what makes up the extractivist economic model—and then consider how to go beyond theeconomic considerations of extractivism.
First, for extractivism to work, any biophysical “nature” becomes exclusively framed as a naturalresource. That is, nature is conceived as an input (e.g. a resource like oil, soil, or trees) for the productionof a commodity (e.g. gas, food, or timber). This simplifies the multiplicity of socionature relations withwhich such an economic model is entangled.
When thinking about the environmental impacts of extraction, we surely need to consider what willhappen to other elements in nature that are interconnected with the extracted resource, including water,air, soil, plants, and human and non-human animals. A cascading effect of environmental change indeedoften occurs in ecosystems that are impacted by extraction, and thus interrelated elements of naturebecome irreversibly altered.
Second, extractive projects are normally located in or close to marginal, poor, and racialized (i.e.conceived as non-white) populations. Extractivism arrives with promises of improved life conditions,more jobs, and infrastructure development. But large-scale extractive industries are by no meansnecessarily interested in forwarding local employment and improving the livelihood of people. Instead,
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experience tells us that they often serve to diminish alternative economic activities and disrupt existingcommunity networks and social structures. Extractive industries have frequently dispossessed people ofland rights with the result of cultural disruption and violence.
Marginal populations still bear the brunt of the social costs of extractivism and don’t necessarily reap anybenefits. In response to this, demands for social and environmental justice revolve around claims that thesocial and environmental costs of extractivism are higher than any economic benefit but that these costsare not accounted for in the decisions.
New demands from feminist movements and women Indigenous defenders highlight the relationbetween extractivism and patriarchal and racial violence and how this disproportionately impactswomen. Examples are the increase in prostitution and sexual violence in communities restructured byextractivism and the externalization the social costs—the transfer of responsibilities for caring that arepivotal for the functioning of any economy—to women. As women are primarily responsible for thereproduction of life, they are highly vulnerable to the rupture of community or loss of territory. Becauseof that, women organizations have become the frontline defenders of their territories in the resistanceagainst extractivism.
Finally, extractivism is a highly political endeavour that maintains a model of capital accumulation anddestruction. It has led to the increase of socio-environmental conflicts around the globe, involvingmeasures by states and industry to control resistance and criminalize social protest.
So, in sum, one should define extractivism as far from neutral or apolitical; it is an economic model thatreflects a specific political position that relies on a given, predefined understanding of growth-orienteddevelopment as the ultimate good. Extractivism thereby reinforces political-economic arrangements thatare biased against marginalized people who are deprived of their power to influence political decisions.
From an extractivist political perspective, resistance against extractivism is naïve, obstinate NIMBYism(Not in My Backyard-ism), or ignorant of the economic needs of the countries that could be “developed”by extractive projects. In reality, actions of resistance are contestations that challenge the dominantextractivist worldview and the uneven power relations between actors who decide, actors who benefit,and actors who bear the negative consequences of extraction. Under these conditions, extractivism is incomplete contradiction to social and environmental justice and care for nature and life itself.
All in all, extractivism as a single model of production remains one of the most expansionist globalenterprises and it squashes any other ways of living with the land. The 500 years’ legacy of extractivismis part of ongoing imperialist interest from industrial powers in securing access and control over naturalresources around the globe, even in today´s green energy transitions. As such, extractivism stands insharp contrast to flourishing alternative forms of land use and livelihoods.
Opposition to extractivism does not mean that people can’t use a resource at all and by no means impliesa binary choice between either extractivism or underdevelopment. Instead, anti-extractivism is aboutfocusing on what type of life we want to achieve as a whole and how we build global systems of justice.We can nourish ourselves from several non-extractivist modes of production and reproduction that centeron a dignified life for all.
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D) Additional resources
· Spash, C. (2020) Revisiting critiques of economic growth in a time of crisis CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 Here ecological economist Clive Splash draws an impressively complete andcomplex picture of the history of growth vis-a-vis capitalism and climate change, also inlight of Covid-19. In particular, he explains why an agnostic vision on growth or oncapitalism is not sufficient for creating a socio-ecological society; he reviews thearguments defending economic growth against limits. While the text could result intenseto some, it gives a comprehensive yet precise nuanced picture of the problems withgrowth.
Here is anthropologist Jason Hickel condensing in two minutes why and how our addictionto economic growth is killing us.

D.1 Suggested books
· Hickel, J. 2020. Less is More: How Degrowth will Save the World. Penguin Books -

This is probably the most clear and compelling introduction to Degrowth. If you are unsure,
read this review by Joe Herbert.

· Fioramonti, L. 2013. Gross Domestic Problem: The Politics Behind the World’s MostPowerful Number. Zed Books - This book, instead, is focused entirely on GDP’s history and
politics.


